Abstract. In this paper we investigate the use of the perfectly matched layer (PML) to truncate a rough surface scattering problem in the direction away from the scatterer. We prove existence and uniqueness of the solution of the truncated problem as well as an error estimate. We also propose an iterative correction method for the PML truncated problem and, using our estimate for the PML approximation, prove convergence of this method. Finally we provide some numerical results in 2D.
1. Introduction. In the context of scattering theory, a rough surface is a perturbation, possibly nonlocal, of an infinite plane such that the whole surface lies within a finite distance of the original plane. Such surfaces arise frequently in applications, for example in modeling scattering from the ground or sea.
Rough surface scattering problems are the subject of intensive studies in the engineering literature, with a view to developing both rigorous methods of computation and approximate, asymptotic, or statistical methods (see e.g. the reviews and monographs by Ogilvy [14] , Voronovich [16] , Saillard & Sentenac [15] , Warnick & Chew [17] , and DeSanto [8] ). The standard way of approximating such problems is to use boundary integral techniques. However, using variational techniques [2] , we have been able to to extend the existence and uniqueness theory for the sound soft acoustic scattering problem to more general surfaces than was possible using integral equation techniques. In this paper we shall consider the use of a variational technique to approximate the sound soft acoustic problem based on the use of the perfectly matched layer (PML) to truncate the computational domain in the direction away from the scatterer.
We now define some notation, then state the problem we shall study before returning to a further discussion of the contents of the paper for the rest of this introduction. For n = 2, 3 let x = (x, x n ) wherẽ x ∈ R n−1 . Let U H = {x : x n > H} with boundary Γ H = (x, H) :x ∈ R n−1 . The domain of the acoustic field is denoted D ⊂ R n with boundary Γ = ∂D. We assume that D is a connected open set such that there are constants f − and f + with
Thus the boundary Γ of D lies between the planes x n = f − and x n = f + .
The variational technique we shall use as a basis of this study is formulated by restricting the scattering problem to a strip above Γ so, for each a ≥ f + , we define S a = D \ U a and denote by ν the unit outward normal to S a . Using S a we can define an appropriate solution space. For any a ≥ f + we define Now we can state the scattering problem we shall study. Given g ∈ L 2 (D) with support in S H for some H ≥ f + and the wavenumber k > 0, we wish to approximate the acoustic field u ∈ V a for every a ≥ f + that satisfies the Helmholtz equation
in a distributional sense and such that u also satisfies the following radiation condition u(x) = 1 (2π) (n−1)/2 R n−1 exp(i[(x n − H) k 2 − ξ 2 +x · ξ])û H (ξ) dξ (1.3) for x ∈ U H where ξ 2 = ξ · ξ = |ξ| 2 , andû H = Fu| Γ H is the Fourier transform of u| Γ H . Note also that k 2 − ξ 2 = i ξ 2 − k 2 when |ξ| > k and that we normalize the Fourier transform as follows (Fφ)(ξ) = 1 (2π) (n−1)/2 R n−1 exp(−ix · ξ)φ(x) dx (1. 4) for ξ ∈ R n−1 . Of course the assumption that u ∈ V a implies the sound soft boundary condition u = 0 on Γ = ∂D. (1.5)
In [2] we used a variational formulation, to be described in the next section, and the Babuška-Brezzi theory to show that the sound soft scattering problem (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) has a unique solution in V a without further restriction on D provided 0 < k < √ 2/(H − f − ). (1.6) In the case of general (i.e. larger) k we need an extra "non-trapping" condition on D that if x ∈ D then x + se n ∈ D, for all s > 0, (1.7) where e n denotes the unit vector in the direction x n . For simplicity, in this paper we shall allow a general k > 0 and assume that D satisfies (1.7). However all our results also hold for general D in the low frequency case when (1.6) holds, except that constants depending on the Babuška-Brezzi inf-sup constant for the scattering problem must be modified accordingly.
Our previous variational formulation uses the Dirichlet to Neumman map on Γ H to provide a boundary condition there. As part of a numerical scheme this would require the fast calculation of an appropriate singular integral operator. An alternative approach, which avoids the singular integral operator, is to terminate the computational domain using the PML. This paper is devoted to setting up and performing a preliminary analysis of such a method motivated by the work of Chen and Wu [5] .
We shall only consider the sound soft rough surface scattering problem in this paper despite the fact that the methods we propose can be applied to more complex problems (for example inhomogeneous media [3] ). This is because we want to focus on analyzing the PML truncation and not on the rough surface itself. In addition the theoretical underpinnings are better understood and simpler for the sound soft case outlined above. So the choice of problem is for simplicity only since, as we shall see, the PML truncated variational scheme will converge whenever there is an appropriate variational formulation for the given rough surface problem (in particular one satisfying an inf-sup condition).
The analysis we shall give is just a first step. We shall use a PML only to truncate in the direction vertically away from the rough surface (for the use of an alternative, the pole condition, and it's relationship to (1.3) see [1] ). A practical calculation also requires truncation laterally. This is true also for boundary integral equation approaches and so is a well studied problem in that case (see for example [4] ). We do not estimate the error from this truncation on the variational PML method. In addition we do not estimate the error in the resulting finite element scheme.
Our PML convergence proof suggests that, in the worst case, the method may converge slowly as the virtual thickness of the PML layer expands, and, in addition, it can be difficult to determine the optimal PML parameters in realistic simulations. We are thus motivated to combine the variational PML method with an iterative improvement scheme motivated by the work of Liu and Jin [13] using an integral operator with a smooth kernel to provide a correction to the variational PML scheme. We prove that this iterative approach converges. The cost of each iteration includes the cost of evaluating the integral operator which can be done rapidly using the Fast Fourier Transform since the integral operator in this case has a smooth kernel, and the solution of a finite element problem on a truncated portion of the the strip S H .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section we recall the variational formulation of [2] and formulate the variational PML method using a change of variables approach. In Section 3 we derive some estimates for the use of the PML when the scatterer is flat. These estimates show that on the one hand, in this very special case, point-wise convergence of the PML solution is exponential with the virtual thickness of the layer. On the other hand they show that, no matter how the layer parameters are chosen, the PML solution is not asymptotically correct at large horizontal distance from the source. In Section 4 we prove a general error estimate for the truncated problem using a Fourier analysis of the PML layer. Then in Section 5 we show how an iterative scheme can be constructed and prove its convergence using the estimates from Section 4. We present some very limited numerical examples testing our theory in Section 6 and finally draw some conclusions in Section 7. We shall present the method and our analysis in R n , n = 2, 3 but the numerical results are in R 2 .
2. Variational Formulation and the PML. In order to write down the variational formulation of the sound soft scattering problem, we first define the appropriate Dirichlet-to-Neumann map T :
where F is the Fourier transform operator defined in (1.4) and M z is the operator in transform space of multiplication by z(ξ) given by
With this definition it can be shown that if u satisfies (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) in the sense described in the introduction then ∂u ∂ν = −T u on Γ H .
Using this boundary condition and standard variational arguments we can pose (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) as the variational problem of finding the function u ∈ V H such that
where the sesquilinear form b(., .) is given by
Recall that H ≥ f + is chosen so the data g ∈ L 2 (S H ) has compact support in S H . In [2] we show that the sound soft acoustic scattering problem given by (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) is equivalent to (2.3) for all k > 0 and general Γ within the non-trapping constraint (1.7) imposed in the introduction.
From the point of view of this paper, the key results from [2] are first that, under the boundary constraint (1.7), there is a constant γ = γ(k, H, f − ) > 0 such that b(., .) satisfies the following inf-sup condition: for all We show that
has a unique solution that satisfies the a priori estimate
When we apply the PML, the standard Helmholtz equation (6.2) will be solved in S H . Above S H we introduce another layer S L H for some L > 0 where the PML is located given by
A summary of the various geometric objects in the paper is shown in Fig. 2.1 .
The equations for the PML are derived by the change of variables technique [6, 7] . In particular we introduce a continuous PML parameter σ = σ(x n ) such that σ(x n ) = 1 for x n ≤ H and (σ) > 0 and (σ) ≥ 0. Then we can define the complex stretched coordinatex n bŷ
Clearlyx n = x n for x n ≤ H. A typical choice of σ is a power law given by
where σ 0 is a complex constant and m is a positive integer (we shall show results for m = 1). An important parameter that governs the absorption of the PML is the virtual width of the layer denotedL and given bỹ
In general if the quantity (kL) is large the PML will absorb evanescent modes well, whereas if (kL) is large the PML will absorb waves propagating into the PML well.
Formally, the change of variables technique is to require that the solution in the PML, denoted u p , satisfy the Helmholtz equation in stretched coordinates so
Then changing variables back to standard real coordinates using the fact that dx n /dx n = σ, and the fact that σ depends only on x n , we obtain the PML equation.
For convenience we then define the appropriate differential operator for the PML
Of course ∆ p = ∆ outside the PML.
We can now state the truncated PML problem: we seek u p ∈ V H+L such that
where (2.7) is understood in the sense of distributions and (2.8) by duality. The fact that u p ∈ V H+L implies that u p = 0 on Γ. The choice of a Neumann condition on Γ H+L is essentially arbitrary and we shall compare this choice to the more standard choice of a Dirichlet boundary condition in the next section.
For the purpose of analysis (for computational purposes the finite element grid covers all S H+L including the PML zone S L H as well as S H ) we follow [5] and eliminate the PML by using the Dirichlet to Neumann map for the PML domain on Γ H . For later use we consider a more general problem than is needed at this stage having non-homogeneous boundary data on Γ H+L . In particular, given f ∈ H −1/2 (Γ H+L ) and q ∈ H 1/2 (Γ H ) we wish to compute the Dirichlet to Neumann map on Γ H for the problem of computing
Since the solution in the PML zone S L H is governed by a simple Helmholtz equation in stretched variables, we know that it will have standard plane wave solutions in the stretched coordinates. Using the plane wave solutions we see that ifv(ξ,
The requirement that v = q when x n = H implies that A + B =q and thus, solving for A and B, we obtain
We want the Dirichlet to Neumann map for the strip S L H on Γ H so using the fact that σ = 1 at x n = H we can evaluate
We therefore define the operators
this mapping property will be proved in Lemma 4.1) by
and
property is a consequence of the estimates in Lemma 4.1) by
Returning now to the PML problem in which f = 0, and using the inverse Fourier transform, the PML Dirichlet to Neumann map T p is given by
In terms of the Fourier transform operator F we see that
where M zp is the operator of multiplication by
Using T p we now find that the PML problem is equivalent to finding u p ∈ V H such that
Section 4 will be devoted to showing that (2.10) has a unique solution provided the real and imaginary parts ofL are large enough. We shall also prove an error estimate for the approximation of u by u p .
Before starting our analysis we need to define some more notation and norms. The space of bounded linear operators from a Hilbert space X to a Hilbert space Y is denoted by L(X, Y ). We shall compute errors using various norms on the boundary Γ H . It proves useful to define H s (R) to be the Hilbert space of functions φ with bounded k dependent norm given by
This norm is equivalent to the standard norm on H s (R n−1 ) for fixed k > 0. We need to estimate operator norms using this norm. In particular it is easy to verify that if T is given by (2.1) then
Norms of other operators defined by multiplication in the Fourier domain (for example T p and T − T p ) can be computed similarly.
3. A special case: a flat surface.
In this section we shall analyze the special case of scattering by a flat surface in R 2 so that for this section only D = U 0 ⊂ R 2 and Γ = Γ 0 . Our goal is to obtain asymptotic estimates for the accuracy of the PML solution in two limits. The first is for a fixed PML as the lateral distance |x 1 | → ∞ and the second is for a fixed position as the imaginary part ofL increases. We shall consider both the Dirichlet and Neumann backed PML and show that the two behave similarly, so, for this problem, there is no disadvantage to using the Neumann PML.
We shall choose the special case of g = −δ y in (1.2) where δ y is the delta distribution at y = (0, y 2 ) where y 2 > 0. Strictly this falls outside the variational theory of [2] but by using a scattered field formulation the problem can be brought within the variational theory. In any case it is easy to verify the following exact solution:
where y = (0, −y 2 ) and H
is the Hankel function of first kind an order zero. It will be convenient to write this using the Fourier transform. From the Fourier transform of the Hankel function we find that, for 0 ≤ x 2 < y 2 ,
We assume that the PML starts at a height H ≥ y 2 so that the Helmholtz equation is satisfied for 0 < x 2 < y 2 then using the plane wave solutions of the Helmholtz equation (for x 2 < y 2 ) and for the PML-Helmholtz equation for x 2 > y 2 we obtain that if the PML is terminated by a Neumann boundary condition, the solution of (2.7)-(2.8) denoted, in this section, by u p,n to distinguish it from the solution with a Dirichlet upper boundary condition, is
If we now replace (2.8) by the Dirichlet condition that u p = 0 at x 2 = L + H we obtain the following solution valid for 0 ≤ x 2 < y 2 and denoted u p,d : Our first result shows that neither the Neumann-PML or Dirichlet-PML solutions capture the correct asymptotic behavior as |x 1 | → ∞. This is hardly surprising and is not necessarily a drawback to the PML since the acoustic field is usually only of interest in a bounded region near the scatterer.
Lemma 3.1. Fixing the PML parameters, and for fixed x 2 with 0 ≤ x 2 < y 2 we have
as k|x 1 | → ∞. The error for the Neumann-PML case u − u p,n satisfies the same estimate. Proof. We shall give details for the Dirichlet-PML condition and a brief summary of the derivation in the case of the Neumann-PML case. Subtracting (3.1) and (3.3) we obtain
where
.
We now make the substitution ξ = k sin θ so that κ = k cos θ where θ runs over the contor C shown in Fig.  3 .1 to obtain
Note that the integrand is analytic except for poles that could lie in either of the shaded regions in Fig. 3 .1 (but not on their boundaries). This observation will be useful in the proof of the next theorem.
To continue with this proof, suppose x 1 > 0 and we are interested in the limit kx 1 → ∞ then, if kx 1 is large enough, we can deform the integration path C to C given by
and the pole contributions are exponentially small since the pole contributions occur at poles with ξ in the lower left shaded region of Fig. 3.1 . Thus Laplace's method shows that as
For the case of a Neumann boundary condition we now consider u − u p,n and find that the analogue of (3.4) holds with e D replaced by
Using the change of variables first to θ and then to t we obtain the analogue of (3.6) with F D replaced by F N given by
Use of Laplace's method gives the desired result and completes the proof of the lemma. Our next result is more optimistic than the previous one. For any fixed point x = (x 1 , x 2 ) we prove exponential convergence of the PML solution to the exact solution.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose x = (x 1 , x 2 ) is fixed with 0 ≤ x 2 < y 2 . Then, for any φ > 1,
for all sufficiently large (L). The error |u(x) − u p,n (x)| satisfies the same bound. Remark 3.3. A more careful but more involved analysis using asymptotic estimates for integrals shows that the factor 3/2 in (3.7) may be replaced by 1.
Proof. This proof starts from (3.5) (or the analogous result for the Neumann-PML case). Deforming the contour C to the imaginary axis so that θ = −it we obtain
Now using the substitution cosh t = 1 + u 2 and sinh t = u √ 2 + u 2 we obtain
Thus, using the fact that (L) > 0 and ((L)) > 0,
Now assume x 1 ≥ 0 then the integral may be estimated by
Using the fact that, if a > 0 and b > 0,
we obtain the estimate
By choosing (L) sufficiently large we may ensure that, for any fixed φ > 1
and this completes the proof of the estimate for the Dirichlet problem.
The proof of the Neumann-PML error proceeds in the same way. Deforming the contour and using the same substitution above we find the following equality
The estimate of the right hand side proceeds as before and completes the proof of the theorem.
Error estimates for the general truncated problem. The sesquilinear form b(., .) defines an operator
and the results of [2] show that B is invertible and
where γ is the inf-sup constant in (2.5). In the same way the PML sesquilinear form b p (., .) defines an operator
Now defining δB = B − B p we see that
where the last inequality follows from the trace theorem that [2] ). Standard operator perturbation theory [10] tells us that
and it suffices to prove that T p → T as the real and imaginary parts ofL tend to infinity. This the content of the following lemma. Lemma 4.1. Let α = (kL) and β = (kL). Then
Remark 4.2. In particular if α = β we have the estimate
This makes clear that the relevant estimate for T − T p can be made arbitrarily small by taking the real and imaginary parts ofL large enough. However the convergence is only first order. Proof. Using the Fourier transform shows that
Using the fact that
and (now defining p = √ t 2 − 1)
It remains to estimate S 1 and S 2 . We can easily verify that for any γ > 0 the function f (p) = p exp(−2pγ) attains it's maximum value of 1/(γe) when p = 1/(2γ). Now consider |1 + exp(−p(µ + iν))| for real parameters µ > 0, ν > 0 and p ≥ 0. Clearly
The function exp(−pµ) cos(pν) has extreme points when cos(θ − pν) = 0 or where θ = sin −1 (ν/ ν 2 + µ 2 ). The global minimum of 1 + exp(−pµ) cos(pν) occurs at the first minimum so that pν − θ = π/2. Thus
Applying these results shows that
, from which the estimate follows. Using the argument preceding this lemma, together with the results of the lemma, we have now proved that provided k (L) and k (L) are sufficiently large, the PML truncated variational problem has a unique solution.
To provide an error estimate we use the inf-sup condition. Since
From Lemma 4.1 we thus have
and γ − 2C U (α, β) > 0 if α and β are chosen appropriately. Thus b p satisfies and inf-sup condition whenever b(., .) satisfies one provided the real and imaginary parts ofL are large enough (in particular in the case of this paper -a sound soft scatterer). The inf-sup condition allows us to prove an error estimate, since by the inf-sup condition and the definition of the sesquilinear forms we have
We have thus proved the following theorem: Theorem 4.3. Suppose the D satisfies the boundary constraint (1.7). Then provided α = (kL) and β = (kL) are sufficiently large, the PML truncated problem (2.10) has a unique solution u p ∈ V H and furthermore
where C U is the upper bound appearing in Lemma 4.1, γ is the inf-sup constant for the sesquilinear form b(., .), and w is the solution of (6.3)-(6.4).
Of course it is difficult to estimate (T − T p )u a priori, but it may be known, for example, that u has negligible evanescent modes. This would guide the choice ofL and the ultimate estimate of the error. In general, using Lemma 4.1 and the above theorem, we have the following worst case estimate which requires no special properties for u. 
Remark 4.5. For α = β this corollary implies that
which is much slower than the exponential convergence proved in [12, 11, 5] . We shall remark further on this conclusion in Section 6. By our methods, the estimate for T − T p is not significantly improved by assuming increased regularity for u.
5. An iterative scheme. In the preceding section we showed that the PML solution u p converges to the true solution u of the rough surface scattering problem as the virtual layer thickness increases. However the results suggest that the convergence rate can be as slow as first order.
We now propose to use the PML as part of an iterative scheme for correcting the PML solution u p . The method is based on the overlapping domain decomposition methods of [9] and the iterative scheme of [13] . However, unlike [13] , we use the PML so that convergence can be proved.
We assume that the layer has been chosen sufficiently thick that the PML problem has a unique solution (see Theorem 4.3) with a positive inf-sup constant γ p so that
We first consider the following PML problem with non-homogeneous Neumann data on Γ H+L , Suppose f ∈ H −1/2 (Γ H+L ) and u I h ∈ H 1/2 (Γ) are given functions. We want to study the problem of finding v ∈ V H+L such that
Proceeding as for the simple PML, we see that v ∈ V satisfies
for all φ ∈ V H and using the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map (2.9) we have
Thus the restriction of the solution v of (5.1)-(5.2) to S H (still denoted v!) is characterized variationally by requiring that v ∈ V H satisfy
The Babuška-Brezzi theory implies that this problem has a unique solution for any f ∈ H −1/2 (Γ H+L ) (see the proof of the invertibility of B p in Section 4) since N p is a bounded operator from
We can also consider the use of an infinite PML using σ = σ(H + L) to extend the given PML parameter σ to infinity. Our convergence result in Theorem 4.3 implies that the resulting field, denoted u p,∞ agrees with w on S H and has the representation, in Fourier space, as followŝ
Thus the infinite PML gives rise to Neumann data on Γ H+L given, in the Fourier domain, by
We can then define an extension operator
We see that the infinite PML solution u p,∞ ∈ V H satisfies
The finite element discretization of this problem (including the PML layer) would give a method akin to that of [9] but using a PML in place of a free space layer on the strip S L H . The advantage of the PML is that it can be used to provide a provably convergent iterative method. In particular we propose a method like that of [13] as follows. Given an initial guess u (0) ∈ V H (for example u (0) = 0) we define u (n) ∈ V H for n = 1, 2, . . . by requiring that
As argued earlier in this section, ifL is chosen appropriately we can ensure that the above problem has a unique solution for each n and so the iteration is well defined. Of course in practice we shall use a finite element approximation of the problem of the boundary value problem of finding u (n) ∈ V H+L such that
Thus at each iteration we must evaluate E p (using the Fast Fourier Transform) and then solve a finite element problem on the strip S H+L (in practice, truncated laterally). More details of the finite element method are given in the next section.
We now want to investigate the convergence of the scheme. Using the PML inf-sup condition
. From the Fourier representation of N p and E p we see that, in the Fourier domain, the action of N p E p corresponds to multiplication by
To estimate the operator norm it therefore suffices to bound
But this has already been done in Lemma 4.1 and we conclude that
Using the estimate for γ p this implies that
The constant 2C U (α, β)/(γ − 2C U (α, β)) can be made less than one by choosing α and β large enough, and in that case the iterative scheme will converge. Note that this is less restrictive than having to choose α and β so that
which is required to ensure a relative error by our convergence result in Theorem 4.3. Thus the PML can be thinner. The price to be paid for the thinner PML is that at each iteration we must compute the action of the operator E p . But this is not a singular integral operator and the action can be computed efficiently via the Fast Fourier Transform as we shall see in the next section.
In summary we have proved the following theorem. Theorem 5.1. Suppose D satisfies the boundary constraint (1.7). If σ is chosen so that α and β are large enough then the iterative scheme defined by (5.3) is well defined and u (n) converges linearly to the exact solution u according to (5.6).
6. Numerical results. So far we have assumed that the data g is supported in S H . This can be inconvenient since we want to take H as small as possible in order to decrease the thickness of the region to be covered by finite elements (or we may wish to use a point source that is not in V H ). To handle this case we define the incident field denoted u
where G h is the Dirichlet Green's function for the half-space U h above Γ h for some h < f − . In this case
where, if y = (ỹ, y n ), the reflected point y h = (ỹ, −2h − y n ). In fact any incident field such that u I h ∈ H 1/2 (Γ) is sufficient for the theory, so we can also allow the point source g = −δ z (δ z is the delta distribution concentrated at z = (z 1 , z 2 )) provided z 2 > f (z 1 ). In this case
Our computational results will all be for the point source.
Using the incident field u I h , we define the scattered field u s by u
together with the radiation condition (1.3). Using (2.3) this problem is equivalent to the variational problem of finding the function w ∈ H 1 (S H ) such that This problem can then be discretized by finite element methods. In this paper we shall not analyze the finite element problem. We use cubic finite elements on a triangular mesh, with the boundary data being interpolated at the Gauss-Lobatto points on each edge of the mesh on Γ. 6.1. A flat scatterer. Here we provide some numerical tests of the straightfoward use of the PML to terminate the model problem of computing the solution of scattering of the field due to a point source above an infinite flat boundary. Our results in Section 3 show that this is a special problem (with exponential convergence) but it has the advantage that we know the exact solution.
In this case D = U 0 and Γ = {(x 1 , 0) :
The point source is located at y = (0, y 2 ), y 2 > 0. Using the image principle it is then immediate that the total field in U 0 is
where y = (0, −y 2 ) is the image point.
We choose as an incident field
where y h = (0, −2h − y 2 ) and h > 0 is a parameter and u i is analytic in the neighborhood of Γ. This incident field has the same decay as the solution as |x 1 | → ∞. The the exact scattered field is
The computational domain is truncated laterally at x 1 = −A and x 1 = A using a PML of width L in the ±x 1 directions. This aspect of the truncation procedure is not captured by our preceding analysis. For a simple model problem we choose the parameter values given in the following table.
Parameter
The mesh has a maximum element diameter of h = 0.32 and a diagram of the domain and the mesh is shown in Figure 6 .1.
Results are shown in Figure 6 .2. As expected from Section 3, we see exponential convergence in (L) and little effect of increasing (L).
As in most of the rest of this paper, we have chosen to use the Neumann boundary condition on the PML which slightly simplifies the numerical analysis compared to a Dirichlet condition. To test if this choice has an adverse effect on accuracy we next compare results for the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condition for the problem just considered. The error graph is shown in Figure 6 .3. As expected from the analytic results in Section 3 there is little difference between the results for the two boundary conditions. 6.2. The iterative scheme. Next we shall test the convergence of the iterative scheme described in Section 5. The problem is exactly the same as for the Neumann-PML problem in the previous section (a flat surface) and the parameters are identical except that we now fix σ 0 = 1/2 (corresponding to (L) = 1). From the results shown in Figure 6 .2 we know that this choice of σ 0 is too small and will result in a significant error (in fact 25% in the relative discrete L 2 (S H ) norm in the subdomain used for Fig. 6.2 ). Applying the Iteration number Relative discrete error 1 24.8% 2 5.54% 3 3.69% 4 4.33% Table 6 .1 Error in successive iterates of the iterative correction scheme. After n = 4 the error stagnates at about 4% . iterative correction algorithm gives the results shown in Table 6 .1. The iterative scheme greatly improves the solution, but the error stagnates at about 4% (higher than can be achieved by an optimal choice of the PML parameter -see Fig. 6 .2). There are multiple factors contributing to this error:
• The computation of E p using the Fast Fourier Transform provides an approximation to the exact E p , and E p is not the finite element extension operator.
• Our analysis does not include the effects of the lateral PML. In our code this uses the same absorption parameter σ 0 as the vertical PML, which is deliberately chosen too small. Thus lateral absorption is poor and not corrected by the use of the iterative scheme Our results do show that the iterative scheme can improve the solution even if the PML parameter is not chosen optimally.
7. Conclusion. In this paper we have investigated the use of the PML to truncate a rough surface scattering problem in the direction away from the scatterer. In the worst case we have show only linear convergence of the solution as the layer is made thicker. We have also shown that in one very special case (a point source above a flat scatterer) it is possible to obtain exponential convergence point-wise. In view of this wide range of possible behaviors, and because the PML parameter is difficult to pick a priori, we have shown how to use a simple iterative scheme to correct the PML solution.
Two important questions are unanswered by this study: 1) how is the method influenced by lateral termination and 2) what is the error for the finite element method applied to the truncated problem (the difficulty is to obtain the dependence of the error on the PML parameters and lateral cutoff). Finally we have not addressed the practical problem of how to solve the linear system resulting from the PML-variational finite element scheme (in this study, in R 2 , direct solution is used). We hope to make progress on these questions in the future.
